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Research is a fundamental element in order to enhance the science and technology. People around the globe are working on different hypotheses and theories to establish new facts or to add valuable information in the existing literature. If researches have been doing for these purposes that would be beneficial for humanity and our planet, but what seems that in present life we have lost the creative part of research somewhere. Although, research has become a necessary element for everyone everywhere, institutions expecting from their service providers, faculty and staff to keep doing research work but the element of creativity is disappearing slowly. Competition to achieving better ranking regionally and internationally keeps demanding to increase the number of publications and citations of research work. Hence, institutions keep pushing their researchers to publish and that can be a possible reason of declining the quality of a research. If a researcher start focusing on number of researches that makes difficult for him/her to produce a quality work.

This scenario provided a reason to have a big list of research journals. At present, we have several thousand research journals either indexed or non-indexed. But still after having the huge list of journals in every field of science and social sciences, authors are often facing rejections multiple times for an article. Some journals are having very high publication charges, in those journals chances of getting acceptance are usually high but at the cost of high publication charges.

This demands to realize situation and understand the problem. May be after few decades we will hardly have researches who really know the actual meanings of research and will be serving science and humanity. We need to start focusing on those hypothesizes that can really add something in science and technology no matter how long will it take to complete the work. No matter if we will be able to publish one article in years but that would give a real inner satisfaction that we have real contribution in science and we are true researchers.
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